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Abstract
The infrared electric images always have poor vision effects due to both the limitation in thermograph technology and 
surrounding interferences. Thus, the enhancement of such images is of great significance. A fast self-adaptive 
enhancement algorithm is presented on the basis of Bate function. In order to meet the real-time demand of online 
monitoring, a fast algorithm is put forward to complete the histogram transform by table-look-up operations, and thus 
the time-consuming repeats of integration of Beta function is avoided. Furthermore, PSO algorithm is combined with 
Chaos system, and then is employed to search the parameters of Beta function adaptively. The experimental results 
validate that the present method is effective and practical.
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1. Introduction
The normal operation of power system is crucial for modern life. Therefore, many technologies have 
been developed to monitoring the operation of electrical equipment, among which the infrared 
thermograph has attracted special attention for its many advantages. The advantages of infrared 
thermograph includes that it detect temperature in a noncontact manner, it has wide scope and display the 
distribution of temperature field visually[1]. However, On one hand, as the infrared thermograph is 
extremely sensitive to the temperature, the heat exchange between the object and surrounding 
environment, combined with the scattering and absorption effect of air on thermal radiation, leads to the 
low contrast, blur edge, almost invisible texture of infrared thermograph image. On the other hand, duo to 
the limitations in camera technology, infrared image sensor have lower spatial resolution and less 
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sensitivity than visible images sensor which also lead to low image quality, such as blurring and great 
noise, low target-to-background contrast, low luminance[2, 3]. And thus, enhancement is a key step for 
effectively improving the quality of infrared electric image. 
At present, there are many algorithms used to improve the contrast and luminance, and these 
algorithms are generally divided into two categories: one is based on spatial domain and the other is based 
on transform domain [4]. The former is based on direct manipulation of pixels in an image. While the 
later is based on modifying the Fourier transform or wavelet transform or fuzzy transform of an image. 
Among all the methods, using histogram transformation function to enhance the clarity and contrast of 
image has always attacked much attention for its simplicity and effectiveness. Especially, in the 
application which real-time performance is critical such as the online infrared thermograph monitoring 
system of electrical equipment, enhancement based on histogram transformation is of important value.
Tubbs [5] proposed a normalized incomplete Beta function to stimulate the four kinds of non- linear 
transform functions commonly used in spatial domain methods. However, the computation of Beta 
function involves the integration of a complex function, which is time-consuming. Based on the fact that 
most infrared images are of 256 gray levels, in this paper, a fast numerical computation method is 
developed to calculate the Beta transform function. In addition, Chaos Particle Swarm Optimization 
Algorithm (PSO) is employed in this paper to speed up the algorithm further.
2. Fast Enhancement Algorithm of Infrared Image based on Beta Function
2.1. Transform functions commonly used in spatial domain methods
The observed images sometimes have poor vision effects due to many reasons. The images may be too 
dark, too bright or poor dynamic range of the gray levels. Image enhancement now needs to adjust the 
gray level distribution of the image by stretching the dark area, the bright area or some poorly illuminated 
area respectively [4]. Accordingly, there are four kinds of function to deal with the images of poor vision 
effects mention above, those function are illustrated in Fig.1. 
In Fig.1, horizontal axis denotes the gray level of original image, while the vertical axis denotes the 
gray level of the transformed image. Among them, transform functions whose curves looks like Fig.1(a) 
are used to sketch the dark area, while those look like (b) are employed to sketch the bright area, (c) are 
used to compress the centre region while sketch both the dark and bright ends, the effect of (d) is opposite 
to that of (c).
(a)                         (b)                   (c)                       (d)
Fig.1.Transform functions commonly used in spatial domain methods.
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2.2. Image enhancement with Beta function
Tubbs [5] proposed a normalized incomplete Beta function to stimulate the four kinds of non-linear 
transform functions commonly used in spatial domain methods. The normalized incomplete Beta function 
( )F u can be defined as below, 
1 1 1
0
( ) ( , ) (1 ) , , 0
u
F u B t t dtα βα β α β− − −= × − >∫ (1)
where ( , )B α β is Beta function. It is defined as, 
1 1
0
( , ) (1 )
u
B t t dtα βα β − −= −∫          (2)
with different values of ,α β the normalized incomplete Beta function ( )F u corresponds to the different 
transform functions. In this paper, Chaos Particle Swarm algorithm is used to adaptively determine the
optimal values of ,α β in transform function according to the local characteristics of the image.
Suppose the original image is ( , ), ( , )f x y x y ∈Ω ; where Ω is the support of the image, the enhanced 
image is ( , ), ( , )f x y x y′ ∈Ω .The gray values of the image are first normalized into the region of [0, 1].
min max min( , ) 255*( ( , ) ) /( )g x y f x y L L L= − −    (3)
where maxL ; minL are the maximum and minimum of the gray values respectively. Define the non-linear 
transform function as ( ),0 1F u u≤ ≤ . Transform the normalized original image and get:
( , ) [ ( , )]g x y F g x y′ =             (4)
where 0 ( , ) 1g x y′≤ ≤ .Renormalization of the enhanced image can get the output image ( , )f x y′ , 
Suppose the gray value of the original image is in the range of [0, 255], the result is:
( , ) ( , )*255f x y g x y′ ′=           (5)
2.3. Fast algorithm for the computation of Beta function transform
At a first glance, the process of enhance image with Beta transform looks simple, but with carefully 
examination, two problems will be found to be tedious and even computationally impossible. One is the 
selection of parameters ( , )α β , which we will solve by CPSO in the next section, the other is the 
calculation of (4) and (1). From (4), one can find that for every pixel in the image ( , )g x y , the (1) will be 
calculated one time. Suppose the total pixels of ( , )g x y is 320×240, which is the typical size of infrared 
thermograph images, it means that transforming such a image by (4) will perform the calculation of (1) 
76800 times. Though there have been lots of fast algorithms for numerical integration, the calculation of 
(4) still pose a heavy burden, especially for real-time implication such as online monitoring systems.
Studying the transforming of (4) and (1) carefully, and based on the fact that most infrared 
thermograph images are of 256 gray levels, one can come to the conclusion that what we need is not the 
whole curve of (1), but rather 256 points on the curve, i.e. a discrete series of (0), (1), (2).... (255)F F F F , 
in which ( )F • is the function defined by (1). Therefore, combined with the idea of numerical integration, 
a fast algorithm for the computation of Beta function, which is referred as fast Beta function based 
enhancement algorithm(FBFEA) hereafter for convenience, is presented as follows, 
1) Determine the parameters ( ,α β ) by the CPSO described in the next section.
2) Produce a discrete series / 255, [0,255]it i i= ∈ .
3) Produce a discrete series
1 1(1 ) / 255i i if t t
α β− −= − , [0, 255]i∈ .
4) Record the Cumulative sum series of if as iC , [0, 255]i∈ , i.e. 0 0 ,C C=
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1 0 1 1,........ i i iC C f C C f−= + = + .
5) Divide every elements of iC by 255C , and record the resulted series as iF , 
6) For every pixels in the normalized image ( , )g x y , suppose the gray level of a pixel is l, then the 
value in the transformed image ( , )g x y′ at the corresponding location is the l th element of series iF , i.e. 
lF .
7) Obtain the enhanced image in the range of [0, 255] according to (5). 
In this manner, by pre-store the numerical integration of value 1-255 in a discrete series iF , the 
integration of the value of pixels in ( , )g x y′ is turned into a table-look-up operation, which decreased the 
computation burden drastically.
3. CPSO Algorithm for Image Enhancement based on Beta function
3.1. Particle swarm optimization algorithm
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a parallel evolutionary computation technique developed by 
Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) based on the social behavior metaphor. PSO differs from traditional 
optimization methods in that a population of potential solutions is used in the search. The direct fitness
information, instead of function derivatives or related knowledge, is used to guide the search [6].
PSO is initialized with a group of random particles (solutions) and then searches for optima by
updating generations. Particles profit from the discoveries and previous experience of other particles
during the exploration and search for higher objective function values. Let i indicate a particle’s index in
the swarm. Each of m particles fly through the n-dimensional search space Rn with a velocity vi, which is 
dynamically adjusted according to its own previous best solution si and the previous best solution sˆ of 
the entire swarm. The velocity updates are calculated as a linear combination of position and velocity 
vectors. The particles interact and move according to the following equations
1
1 1 2 2
1 1
ˆ( ) ( )t t t t t t t ti i i i i
t t t
i i i
v wv c r s p c r s p
p v p
+
+ +
= + − + −
= +
   (6)
where 1
tr , 2
tr ~ UNIF(0, 1) are random numbers between zero and one. c1, c2 are learning factors, usually 
c1 = c2 = 2. And w is an inertia weight. It is possible to clamp the velocity vectors by specifying upper 
and lower bounds on vi, to avoid too rapid movement of particles in the search space. The searching is a 
repeat process, and the stop criteria are that the maximum iteration number is reached or the minimum 
error condition is satisfied.
3.2. Chaos Particle swarm optimization algorithm
Chaos is a kind of a characteristic of nonlinear dynamic system which exhibits bounded dynamic 
unstable, pseudo random, ergodic, non-period behavior depended on initial value and control 
parameters[7]. Three are three kind of chaotic systems, namely logistic map, mapping drawn from chaotic 
neuron and Tent mapping. The three chaotic systems all show good chaotic properties. If a designed 
algorithm needs the points to distribute in search space as much as possible, the three chaotic systems can 
meet this need. In this paper, logistic map is selected for its simplicity. It is defined as:
1 (1.0 )k k kch ch chµ+ = −           (7)
when we set µ =4 and 0 {0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1}ch ∉ and little period k k ich ch −= , {1,2,3,4}i∈ , then the 
mapped variables in (7) can distribute in search space with ergodicity, randomness and irregularity.
For the Beta function of image enhancement involves the optimization of two parameters ( , )α β , we 
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embedded the chaos system into PSO algorithm by initiate two chaos variables
(0) (0) (0)
1 2( , )ch cx cx=           (8)
where (0) (0,1)icx rand∈ , 1, 2.j = and them search the optimal value for ( , )α β by CPSO.
The procedure of of CPSO algorithm for Image Enhancement based on Beta function is described as 
below:
1) Normalize infrared image which is to be enhanced according to (3).
2) Initialize the parameters of the CPSO. Produce initial Chaos solution according to (7)-(8).
3) Set the iteration number t to zero.
4) Evaluate the fitness of each particle ( ( )tiF p object function).
5) Compare the personal best of each particle to its current fitness, and set tiS to the better 
performance, i.e.
1t t t -1
t i i i
i t t t -1
i i i
s if  f(p ) f(  s ) 
S
p if  f(p ) f(  s ) 
− ≤=  ≥
      (9)
Set the global best ˆts to the position of the particle with the best fitness within the swarm, i.e.
1 2
1 2
ˆ ˆ{ , ,..., } | ( )
max{ ( ), ( ),..., ( )}
t t t t t
m
t t t
m
s s s s F s
F s F s F s
∈
=
       (10)
Change the velocity vector and position of each particle according to (6).
Increase the iteration number t, i.e. t=t+1; go to step 4), and repeat until meets the stop criteria.
Transform the image with the optimal solution.
The fitness of the algorithm is computed by two step, for every pair of ( , )α β , first transform the 
enhanced image ( , )f x y′ and then calculated its fitness as follows, 
2
1 1
2
1 1
1
( ) ( , )
1
( , )
M N
x y
M N
x y
Fitness f f x y
M N
f x y
M N
= =
= =
=
×
 −  × 
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
  (11)
where ,M N is the size of the image.
4. Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, experimental results are presented to illustrate the efficiency and the effectiveness of 
our proposed algorithm. We tested on a large number of infrared images of typical electrical equipment. 
Due to the limitation of space, only two of them are listed here. Fig.2 is the original images and their 
histogram. The sizes of them are 320×240.
(a)                    (b)                   (c)                     (d)
Fig.2.Typical infrared electric images and corresponding histogram
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(a)               (b)                   (c)                     (d)
Fig.3. The effects of histogram equalization
(a)             (b)                     (c)                 (d)
Fig.4. The effects of the presented method
From Fig.2 we can find out that the electric images captured by thermograph are always rather dark for 
the thermograph can adjust its own range according to the temperature it detected.
From Fig.3, we can find that, as a famous method of image enhancement based on histogram, the 
effects of histogram equalization[8, 9] show some kinds of overexposing. For example, the texture of 
isolator is almost lost in Fig.3(c), in addition, from Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(d) we can found the histograms 
after histogram equalization are mostly distributed near the bright end, and it can’t keep the basic shape of 
Fig.2(b) and Fig.2(d).
When running the methods above and the traditional Beta enhancement method[5] on computer with 
Core Duo® P8100, 2G memory, using Matlab2007® (a), the average CPU time of the former is 0.0143 
seconds, while that of the later is 17.62 seconds. Therefore, the time cost of enhancement based on Beta 
function is reduced drastically by our methods.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, a fast self-adaptive enhancement algorithm for the infrared electric image is presented on 
the basis of Bate function. The necessity of the enhancement of infrared electric image is discussed 
deeply. Then, two solution schemes are presented to meet the real-time demand of online monitoring. On 
one hand, to avoid the repeat of the time-consuming integration calculation, the transforming of the
histogram is completed in a table-lookup manner. On the other hand, CPSO algorithm is combined with 
Chaos system, and then is employed to search the parameters of Beta function adaptively. Finally, the 
results of the presented methods are compared with that of the histogram equalization, and the 
experimental results validate that the present method is efficient and effective. 
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